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ABSTRACT 
A theory of surgery below the middle dimension on simply—connected 
Poincaré complexes is presented, generalising the classical theory of surgery 
on manifolds. However, unlike previous approaches to the problem, manifold—
theoretic properties of Poincaré complexes are not refered to, but instead solely 
homotopy—theoretic properties are used. 
It is shown that given a simply—connected normal space X of formal di-
mension it there is a normal space W which is ([91] - 1)—Poincar6 and a 
([ -] 
+ 1)—connected normal map f: W -* X. This is achieved by consider-
2 
ing the homotopy fibre of a certain map from the normal space into a sphere as 
an approximation to removing cells which disturb duality. A normal structure 
is defined on the fibre restoring duality in the relevant dimensions. An iteration 
of this argument removes the excess cells in the fibre. 
A counter—example is given to an extension of cofibrations result in [13] 
which was previously used to remove the cells disturbing duality in [14]. It is 
shown that the conditions for extension given in [13] are satisfied if the map to be 
extended is weakly—coprincipal. The counter—example is a weakly—coprincipal 




The study of the relationship between manifolds and homotopy theory gave 
rise to the classical theory of surgery. The central problem in surgery theory 
may be stated as follows: Let X be a CW—complex. Given a pair (M, 1) where 
M is a manifold of dimension n (PL, topological or smooth) and 1: M -* X is 
a map, can we manipulate M (and 1) in such a way so as to obtain a homotopy 
equivalence f: M1 -, X, where M1 is again a manifold. The basic construction 
is surgery on a class 40 e ?r1+ 1  (1). Suppose 0 can be represented by an embedding 
e: S x -, M (with a null—homotopy off. then we may form the 
space W given by 
W =M  x IUS I XD Th-i D x 
Now W is a manifold with boundary ow = MUM' and so extending f 7r1 : M x 
I—' X over the (1 + 1)—handle D"' x D 1 gives a map 1': M' -' X. We say 
(M', 1') is obtained from (M, 1) by surgery on 4. 
We may think of a sequence of surgeries beginning with (M, f) and end-
ing with (M', 1') as defining a cobordism between M and M', that is a man-
ifold W such that OW = M U M' together with a map F: W -* X such that 
Flm = f, F1 = f'. Conversely any cobordism gives a sequence of surgeries by 
considering a Morse decomposition of W. 
If a homotopy equivalence f i : M1 - X exists then obviously X has the 
homotopy properties of a manifold. In particular X satisfies Poincaré duality 
on some class [X] E & (X) (where H. is homology with the appropriate coeffi-
cients). According to Spivak [17] this is sufficient to define a (k - 1)—spherical 
fibration C over X together with an element a E r +kTe such that the Thom 
isomorphism flu: H + ,. (TE) H,, (X) takes the image of a under the Hurewicz 
homomorphism to [X]. (The space TE is the Thom complex of E.) Furthermore 
the existence of 11  implies that the classifying map 5: X -, BC of e lifts into 
BO and so we may think of E as a vector bundle over X. 
We therefore restrict ourselves to cobordisms F: W -* X, which can be 
covered by a bundle map B: uw -* e where v, is the normal bundle of W and 
a vector bundle over X. Such a cobordism is called a normal cobordism. If 
X is a Poincaré space with Spivak bundle E then given a normal map (M, 1) 
the obstructions to finding a normally cobordant homotopy equivalence are well 
known. See [18, p. 341 for example. 
Normal cobordism defines an equivalence relation on normal maps, that is 
triples (M, f, b), with M and f as before and b: 'M - e a bundle map covering 
f. The set of equivalence classes is a group, denoted fl, with addition defined 
by disjoint union. The Pontrjagin—Thom construction provides the essential link 
between normal cobordism and homotopy theory. Let (M, f, b) E 11. Suppose 
the manifold M embeds in S" with regular neighbourhood N. Then the 
collapse map S'' -* N/ON gives a class i e lr,, +k(TVM). Given a normal 
map (M, f, b) define its Thom invariant to be the class T(b) rj E ir,, + k (T e). Thus 
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we have the Pontrjagin—Thom isomorphism 
x :fl -*{S"",Te} 
where 	(M, f, b) = {T(B)t7}, ({ } being stable homotopy classes). For ex- 
ample, if X = DO we have fl?°  ir. (MO) where MO is the Thom spectrum 
associated with BO. We may also define the bordism groups over a space Y, 
fl°(Y), and in this case we have an isomorphism fl ° (Y) H.(Y;MO). 
Transversality plays an essential role in proving 4b x to be an isomorphism. 
It is natural to ask to what extent these theorems can be reproduced in the 
Poincaré duality category. For example, we may define the Poincaré cobordism 
groups 12D  to be equivalence classes under Poincaré cobordism of Poincaré 
spaces of formal dimension m. Thus two Poincaré spaces P1 , F2 are equivalent 
if there is a Poincaré space W such that OW = P1 U P2 with the appropriate 
relations on the Spivak normal fibrations. (See [])• Then in the same way we 
have a homomorphism 
PD: fl" (Y) -* H,(Y;MSG) 
The map is not an isomorphism [o]. (The results on transversality of manifolds 
do not hold in the Poincaré duality category.) However we May fit 4bp D into 
a long exact sequence. First define a normal space (X, C, a) to be a space X 
together with a (k - 1)—spherical fibration over X and a class a E 7r+k(Te). 
Then we have normal cobordism groups 12' (Y) (not to be confused with the 
above normal cobordism groups) and a Thom—Pontrjagin map N: [I' (Y) -* 
E] 
H(X;MSG). It is easy to show that 4N  is an isomorphism and the map 
(N )' PD : [Ir" ( Y) --+ t1 (Y) is just the forgetful map. Moreover this map 
fits into a long exact sequence 
where 1N  (Y) is the bordism group of normal spaces with Poincaré boundary. 
Now suppose 1: W -p X is a normal map where W is Poincaré. Then the map-
ping cylinder of f is a normal space with Poincaré boundary. It may also be 
thought of as a normal cobordism. Similarly a normal map (W, Z) -* (X, Z) 
with (W, Z) and Z Poincaré gives rise to a normal cobordism. Thus we are led 
to study such normal maps and cobordisms. We would like to prove the following 
'NORMAL SURGERY THEOREM' If X is a normal space of formal dimension n 
there is an obstruction u(X) E L_ 1 (7r1 X) such that X is normally bordant to 
a Poincaré complex if c(X) = 0. 
A 'sketch proof' is given in [14], the essential step being the removal of cells 
above the middle dimension which disturb Poincaré duality, by the extension of 
cofibrations. A special argument is required for the middle dimension. With 
a relativised version of this theorem the bordism groups N  (Y) are identified 
with the Wall groups L (ir 1 Y). Hence we have the long exact sequence 
(*) 	...-L(ir 1 Y)--*fl"(Y)-H(Y; MSG) -*L_i(1riY)-4...  
Detailed proofs of these results have not been published. The extension of cofi-
brations result is given in [131 but the proof is incomplete. 
In this thesis we present a counter—example to the extension of a map as 
a cofibration result in [13], (see Chapter 3). We give a necessary condition for 
extension which appears more in character with earlier extension results (i.e. 
desuspension) and show that this implies the conditions for extension in [13]. 
The counter—example relies on higher cohomology products as an obstruction 
to extension as a cofibration. Since the results of [13] were essential in the 
normal surgery theorem in [14], a correct proof is still outstanding. This we 
give, below the middle dimension, in Chapter 2. Although in the context of 
normal surgery the higher products are zero we do not obtain our results by 
an extension theorem. Instead we first obtain a normal structure on the fibre 
(the usual first approximation for an extension) and then show, by an iteration 
argument, that the same construction can be used to remove the 'error'. Chapter 
1 contains some necessary homotopy results. 
Several different proofs of the existence of (*) have in fact been given. See 
N. Levitt [8,91, L. Jones [7] and more recently J. Hausmann and P. Vogel [6]. 
The general approach of these papers is to try to pull information in the manifold 
category into the Poincaré duality category. Then the usual manifold program 
is pursued to give Poincaré surgery results. The homotopy—theoretic approach 
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§1 HOMOTOPY CONSTRUCTIONS 
We begin by recalling some standard homotopy constructions. All spaces 
will be of the homotopy type of countable CW—complexes. Let A, B, C be 
spaces. 
DEFINITION Given two maps 1: A -* B, g: C -, B, define the homotopy 
pullback, W1,, of f and g to be the space 
((a, 1,c) E Ax PB x  11(a) = -y(0),g(c) = 
together with projection maps 114 : Vtj , 9 -, A, 11 0 Wj , g 	C taking (a, ', c) to 
a and c respectively. 
Here PB is the space of continuous maps I - B with the compact—open 
topology. The map H1,: Pt,,9 x I -* B defined by H1 , 9 ((a,'y,c),t)= i(t) is a 
homotopy from f HA  to g llc  called the canonical homotopy along the paths. 
The homotopy pullback satisfies the 'universal' property that given 
a: Z -' A, /3: Z -' C such that fa 	g /3, there exists ax:  Z -* 
such that 114 . x = a, 110 x = P. 
The homotopy pullback is not universal in the categorical sense, since x  is 
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not necessarily unique. In fact a choice of map x making the diagram commute 
is equivalent to a choice of homotopy f a g . P. In the following there will 
always be given a particular homotopy and so x will be well defined. 






together with a given homotopy f - a = g . 0, is said to be a homotopy pullback 
square if the induced map 
X: W -* Wf , g 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
Suppose now that B is a pointed space, that is, we have a fixed map * ~ B, 
where * is the one point space. Then the homotopy pullback of 1: A -* B, and 
* -+ B, W,,, is called the homotopy fibre of f, denoted F,. 




B 1 	'B2 
gives rise to a map of homotopy fibres 
a,fl F, -* F, 
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Again 0., 0  will depend on a choice of homotopy /3 11 = 12 a, but once it is 
given 	is well defined. 
LEMMA 1.1.1 TI 
W 
	
at 	J, g 	f.atrg.Ø 
I 
A 
is a homotopy pullback square of pointed spaces then 0a , g : Ffl —* Fj and 
4,j : F —* F are homotopy equivalences. 
PROOF Given a path 'y  E PB for t C [0,1] let 'It  C PB, be defined by 
(-Y(s) s<t 
11(t) s > t 
and Y the corresponding path from -y(t) to 'y(l). 
Now 
= {(a,'y,c,c) C AxPBxCxPAf(a) = (0),g(c) = ,1(1), a  = 	* = w(1)} 
r.it.i 
Pg = {(c,i) CC x PBI'y(0) = g(c),(1) = 
Then 4'nc,f . F j4 -, F is given by On . j jy,c,c') = (c,(—'y) + f. (w)). There 
is an inclusion 1: Fg —* Fn A  where i(c,'y) = (*, (--y),c,*). Then 
=IF, . Furthermore the map H: Fn  x I - FIT . where H(a,i,c,w ) t) = 
14 




and so 4'ri, , is 
a homotopy equivalence. 





where fl . x = P. Then we have the commutative diagram 
Ox'1 
F; 	 F; 
Now or, ,j is a homotopy equivalence by the above argument and since x  is 
a homotopy equivalence by assumption, 4x,1  is also. Hence Opj is a homotopy 
equivalence, as is a,g  by symmetry. I 
Let B be a pointed space. The diagram 
X )BC 
11 11 I 
X )B __ B 
gives a map e: F1 — W 1 , 1 , on taking homotopy pullbacks. We shall write X 
for the space Wj , 10 , and 2 for the map H. Then f: X —+ B is a fibration 
and e is the inclusion of the fibre of 2 over the basepoint of B. It is called the 
(Hurewicz) fibration associated with f. 
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There is an inclusion k: X -s X, where k(x) = ( z,'yf (),f(x)), making X a 
strong deformation retract of X with retraction ll. Here 11(z)  E PB satisfies 
11(z) (t) = 1(z) for all t. Furthermore 
k 
X 
B __ B 
commutes. In this way we think of every map as being equivalent, up to homo-
topy, to a fibration. 
The homotopy pushout of two maps f: B -' A, g: B -4 C, denoted M1,, 
is the space 
Au (Ix B) U c/{(o,b) 	f(b),(1,b) r-g(b)} 
together with inclusions 1A : A -* M1 , 9 , Ic : C -* M1 , 9 such that 1A  (a) = {a}. 
and tc  (c) = {c},. respectively. 
The homotopy pushout has properties dual to the homotopy pullback. In 
particular, given maps a: A—' Z, /3: C -' Z and a homotopy a.! = 0 -g, 
there is amap x: M,, 9 -* Z such that X - IA = a, and X - 1B = /3. We also have 
general homotopy pushouts, homotopy cofibres (or mapping cones) of a map f, 
denoted C1 , and cofibrations associated with maps (or mapping cylinders) . The 
definitions will be omitted. 
We shall require 
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LEMMA 1.1.2. If a 
A 
C 
is a homotopy commutative diagram then Co,, ,,  — 
NOTATION We shall use the notation 4pa: C, —' C5 to denote the induced 
map on mapping cones. It will be clear from the context whether Op,, maps 
between fibres or mapping cones. 
PROOF Consider the diagram 
a 
A 	.8 





112 	 JID 
is 
C, 	Ci.  
C, 
 
where i1 , i2 and i3  are the obvious inclusion maps, and w: M,,x —* C 5 is defined 
by 
co 	'—* Dub CB 
ff X OJIMXI :MIa XI -*M,a_4 D'— DUSCB 
W Ici = 
17 
Clearly the definition of w is compatible with the identification '-. Then w - i s = 
0,1, and so w = 0,1. /ic,a = and so the lower rectangle 
commutes and we have a commutative diagram. 
Now there is an inclusion k: C -, Mr x  where 
k(d) = d E D C Mr x  
k(b,t)=(b,2t)EM1 ,aXICMr, x  
=(b,2t-1)eC10 CMr  
It is easily seen that w . k 	1 Q5 , and /c Li.? 	 Thus w is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Since w, 	, a  and 0i, are homotopy equivalences we have 
1 	
-= 	 a 
/ 	 r.d 	fl ne In = - 
Hence result. I 
REMARK We have a given homotopy 	equivalence Ci pa 	which is 
constructed in a natural way. 
§2 THOM COMPLEXES AND WHITNEY SUMS 
Let e be a fibration with p: E —. X the projection of the total space onto 
the base space. Define the Thom complex of C, denoted  Te, to be the mapping 
19 
cone of p. If f: E -+ Y7 is a map of fibrations over X, there is an induced map 
Tf:TE — Ttj. 
EXAMPLE Consider the trivial spherical fibration p: X x S' -I ~ K, denoted 
by X  .9' • Then T(X x Sk_ 1 ) Ek(X + ), where X is the disjoint union of 
X and a point. 
Thus the Thom complex of a fibration can be thought of as a generalised 
suspension. In fact we have 
THOM ISOMORPHISM THEOREM Suppose X is simply-connected and e is a 
S ' -  '-fibration over X, (that is, it has fibre S'°' up to homotopy). Then there 
is a class U E H' (TE), such that 
flU: H(TEJ -' H. (X) 
uU: H * (X) -* H(TE) 
are isomorphisms, and 	(U) E H" (ES 1 ) is a generator, where the map 
5 is the inclusion of the fibre in the total space. The class U is called the Thom 
class of E. 
PROOF See [a, Theorem 11.2.3.1 I 
Given two fibrations v, e over X with projection maps p, q respectively, 
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let W p , q  be the topological pullback of p and q, together with projection maps 
ll : W -, D7 and II ( : Wp,q  - E. Then there is an induced map 
X : Mn,,,n -, X. This is a fibration, called the Whitney join of ij and t, and 
denoted 17 ® e• Its fibre is the join of the fibres of j and E. In particular, if 'j 
and E are spherical fibrations then so is 'i ® e. 
LEMMA 1.2.1. n®(e(Dw)=&i(De)®w 
PROOF Each total space is homeomorphic over X to the total space of the 
fibration ' ® to which is formed from the pullback—pushout of the three pro-
jection maps . See the Appendix for details. I 
LEMMA 1.2.2. If X x Y is the trivial fibration over X and e is any fibration 
over X then T(E (D (Xx Y)) EY A T. 
PROOF We have 
Eex Pi 1 





where to: FE x }'' 14'ppx such that ca(e,y) = (e, (p(e), y)), for e E FE and 
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y E Y. Since Px  is the trivial projection, FE x Y C W,,, is a retract and so 
w is a homotopy equivalence. Thus C,,n,x 	C,,,,,<1 EY A TE.  However, by 
Lemma 1.1.2., Cp , n , x 	 = 	® (Xx Y)) and the result follows. I 
Given tj, , fibrations over X, we may form the commutative cube 
-, 
 
Rq 	 11  W p , q 	 E 









AAX pAl XAX 
where the commutative squares are the upper and lower faces of the cube and 
the middle square represents the vertical maps. Also J(a, b) = a A b whilst 
SEe: EC 
A 
—* FE AEC 
projAl 
X A FE, and similarly for AE,.  Taking mapping 
cones gives 
C11, 	 ) Cjjq 	i L'qAT 
4'p,flq J- t OpA 1,pA I 	tpAl 	 (*) 
	
C1A q 	i XATE 
Finally, taking mapping cones of the vertical maps gives a diagonal map 
A, 4 :T(t7®E)—*ThATE 
LEMMA 1.2.3. Let E, ,j, and w be fibrations over X. Then the following 




T(E)AT(t7(Dw) 	) TEATv,ATcJ 
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PROOF See Appendix I 
EXAMPLE Suppose e is a 5k- '—fibration over X with Thom class U € H' (TE). 
Then we have the diagonal 
and hence' maps 
flU: H.+k(Tt) -* H- (X) 
uU: H' (X) -, H* (T) 
These are immediately seen to be the Thom isomorphisms, from the definition. 
See [19, p.[3501. 




EEAX pAl XAX 	) CPA I 
which defines a diagonal map A t : TE -, T A X 
REMARK The diagram 
T(n®E) 	 mATE 
A 1Aq,e
T(??®E)AX 	 ) mATEAX 
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commutes. 
LEMMA 1.2.4. lie is a Sk_l_fibration  over X with Thom class U E H'(TE) 
and tj is any fibration over X then 
fl U: H.+ k (T (17 ® C)) — H. (717) 
uU: H* (7tj) —+ j*+k (T(q ® C)) 
are isomorphisms. 
PROOF We shall show that the cap—product is an isomorphism. The proof for 
the cup—product is similar. From diagram (*), p. 10, we obtain a commutative 
diagram of cap—products ft and fl2 
n 1 U 
C.(Etj) 
n2 U 
C.+k(Cq ) 	C. (X) 
The cap—product flU is formed, by definition, by taking mapping cones and so 
it is an isomorphism on homology if both ft  and ft  are. Now fl2 induces the 
Thom isomorphism and so we need only show that ft  induces an isomorphism 
on homology. 
But we have the commutative diagram 
W 







t A,, J1AP 
DIAEC EbAX 
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, 1A( nq ) 
LkATE 	DqATE 
where r is the induced S '-fibration flu : Wp,q -* L7 with Thom class U* = 
(4'p,n q )W) E Hk (Te4. However, nU: H.+k(Cn) - H(E) is an isomor-
phism and so fl 1 U is also. I 
§3 S-DUALITY AND NORMAL FIBRATIONS 
Let X be a finite CW-complex, then X is homotopy equivalent to a finite 
dimensional polyhedron K. Embed K in a sphere 5", N large, and let U C SN 
be a regular neighbourhood of K in S b', with boundary OU. Form the fibration 
associated with the inclusion au --+ U and pull it back to X. This fibration is 
called the normal fibration of X, denoted V (X). There is a given homotopy 
equivalence U/aU T(v"' (X)) and so the collapse map S"' -* U/ÔU gives an 
element {X}N E ir (211" (X)). If N is large enough all embeddings of K in 5' 
will be isotopic and so Ti" (X) and {X}N will be well-defined (up to homotopy 
for the former). 
Amap a: S' -' AAB i s said to beann-duality map if(a,[S"fl: H'+ * A 
H. B is an isomorphism for all *. We write A = D' B. 
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Suppose a: S" -, A A B is an n-duality map then we have the map 
ap,q: gn+p+q —+ I7A A Eq B 
t j A 	A tn A t , A ...A t'p A A "•A t" 
t'1 A . . .A A ap , j (t 1 A 	A t) At" A 	A 
If a: S' ~ A A A and 3: 5" -* B A B are n-duality maps there is an 
isomorphism 
D"(a,13): {A,B} -* {B,A} 
such that for sufficiently large r if f: E'A —4 FIB and I': E'B 	Er A* then 
D" {f} = {f'} if the following diagram commutes up to homotopy 
FIAAA . i 
0!r , 0
BAErB* 
fAlj 	 jlAf 
E'BAA 	T 	• BAFIA 
See [16] 
LEMMA 1.3.1. DMDl'A=EM - N A 
PROOF Immediate I 
THEOREM 1.3.2. The map 
{X}N 
si" 	T(iA(X)) —* (X + ) AT(V(X)) 
is an N-duality map. Hence D" (X+) = 
25 
PROOF Follows from the Lefschetz duality theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3.3. if e is a Sk_l_fibration over X and — Eisa S''—fibration 
over X such that e ®—S'' xX,then 
	
gN+k+! {X}N+k+: 
T( (V e -e) ® 	-
414L 
	(D -e) ATE 
is a N + k +1—duality map. Hence Dtt+t(TE) = T(u $ - E). 
PROOF By Lemma 1.2.3. we have the commutative diagram 
ATE 
Ave_Eee 
	 t A a 
- Al 
T(v $ —E$ 	
e e,e 






{X}N + k +,fl 
commutes, where U is the Thom class of e, and so 	{X}Nfl is an isomor- 
phism. U 
§4 GEOMETRIC PRODUCTS AND POINCARE SPACES 




called the geometric product off, denoted nf. Dually, letE be a S'° '—fibration 
over X and g: Y -* T, then we have the stable map 
DN+tg Al 
D'(X + ) T(ue — eee) 	 T(u®—e)ATE 	 ) D'YATe 
called the geometric product of g, denoted g.fl. 
EXAMPLE If f: T(X x gk-1) r 	 -* Sr then nf: EkX + 	ErX in- 
duces the usual cap—product on homology. 
DEFINITION A space X together with a class [X] E H,1, (X) is said to be a 
Poincaré space of formal dimension n if 
[XI n: H* (X) -* H_,(X) 
is an isomorphism for all *. [X] is called the fundamental class of X. 
THEOREM 1.4.1. Let X be a simply—connected space. The following are 
equivalent 
X is a Poincaré space of formal dimension vi. 
There is a spherical fibration E over X with fibre S' and a map 
a: 5n-I-k 	1 such that an: Dn+2 kI-X + -' E!C4 TE is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
V' (X) is a spherical fibration with fibre s'' 
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Proof (1 => 3) See [iT]. 
(3 =t. 2) Take E to be u 0 (X) and a to be {X} +k. 
Then an: D" 	(X+ ) —* E'71/ is just the identity map. 




—EJATeAX 	) T(ve—e)ATEAxAX 
1 1 A 
T(v®—EJATE 	 Ii 
	
Sue_e.cAl 	 1AcA1 
T(ve—e)ATEAX Ai  T(ZIe—E)ATeAXAX 
Thus we obtain two diagonals 
&j, &: T(u ® - E (D ) —# T(v ® -) ATE AX AX —+ Sk+I ATE AX AX 
corresponding to the upper and lower routes around the diagram respectively. 
There are then two cap—products induced from {X} +2k+ , 
Su , S,: H* (X) —*H.(X) 
x -j 	® 
where in each case x E H (X) is evaluated on the second term H (X). Following 
through the definition of a 1 we see that Su is given by 
Su (z) = [(an). ({X} n x)1 n U 
for x E H (X). Similarly 
5L (x) = [{X} fl ((Da)* (t") U U)] n x 
where 3k+l  E H"(S" 1 ) is  generator. Thus if we let [X} E H(X) be given 
by 
[X] = {X} n ((Da) (s; +) U U) = ((afl).{X}) flu 
we conclude that 
(an), -, 
htfl+2k+t_ * (T(Y® -E® E)) 	H+2+1_.(E'TE) 
{X}nJ, 	 jnu 
[X]n 
H' (X) 	 H_,(X) 
commutes and so [X]n is an isomorphism. I 
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CHAPTER Two 
§1 NORMAL SPACES AND KERNELS 
DEFINITION A normal space (X, , ax) is a space X together with a (k - 1).-
spherical fibration e over X, with a choke of Thom class, and a map 
ax: 	-* T, ii > 0. Then X is said to be of formal dimension n. 
REMARK We shall assume that X is of cellular dimension at most ii + 1, (see 
remark after Lemma 2.1.4.), and that k > n. The latter is no restriction since 
we are only interested in e up to stable fibre homotopy. 
By Theorem 1.4.1. a Poincaré space is an example of a normal space, but 
of course in general ax fl: D+ 2 X+ -f yY -"T need not be a homotopy 
equivalence. 
DEFINITION A map f: X -* Y of normal spaces (X, E, ax) , (Y,q, ay) is said 





ax! 	 IT! 
TE 	IW T(fq) 
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commutes up to homotopy. Furthermore the map is said to be of degree 1 if 
7W Tf(Uq ) = U. 
DEFINITION If (X, , ax) is a normal space, define the kernels of X, denoted 
K.(X), K* (X), by 
K* (X) = H2k+(+l+(axfl) = H,+2k+g+l(Cd X fl) 
K' (X) = H 2k++* (ax fl) = Ht + 2 (Caxn ) 
where e has a stable inverse with fibre S'' 
Then the long exact sequence corresponding to the map ax fl can be written 
in the form 
-, K.(X) -#H'-*(X) ([XIfl). i H. (X) —' K._ 1 (X) —* 
where [X] = (ax)* (s4+' ) n 1je• 
The kernels of a normal space satisfy a kind of duality. 
LEMMA 2.1.1. If X is a normal space of formal dimension n then 
K. (X) K'(X) 
PROOF We have the commutative diagram 
(ax fl).! 
{X}n 	 uu 
C* (Te) 
nu 	 {X}n 
C.—k(X) C 	 6+2k_t(71/Th+c(X)) 
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Since the horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences, the result follows by 
taking mapping cones of the vertical maps. I 
The central problem that we study in this chapter is how to perform surgery 
on normal spaces in order to obtain Poincaré spaces. However, surgery at the 
middle dimension is not dealt with here. The kernels of a normal space give an 
immediate measure of how 'close' the space is to being a Poincaré space. 
DEFINITION The normal space Xis said to be j- Poincaré if K. (X) = 0, * < 5. 
Notice that j may be negative, but that since X is finite 5 will always be 
finite. If x is any real number let [x] denote the integer part of x. 
LEMMA 2.1.2. If X is a normal space of formal dimension ii and K. (X) = 0, 
* C ['--.], then K. (X) = 0 for all *, that is, Xis a Poincaré space. 
PROOF If K, (X) = 0, * < 	then by the universal coefficient theorem 
K* (X) = 0, * < [91} ,  and so by Lemma 2.1.1. K. 1 _,(X) = 0, * < [!!nL], 
and the result follows. 
We conclude that in order to obtain a Poincaré space we need only kill the 
kernels K. (X), * <The following theorem achieves just this, up to the 
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middle dimension. 
THEOREM 2.1.3 (SURGERY BELOW THE MIDDLE DIMENSION) Let X be 
a simply—connected normal space of formal dimension a. Then there is a normal 
space W, which is ([!!.1] - 1)—Poincaré, and a ([] + 1)—connected normal map 
f: W -* X. 
The rest of this chapter will be concerned with the proof of this theorem. 
The idea of the proof is to remove cells above the middle dimension which cor-
respond to generators of the kernels. This is achieved by taking homotopy fibres 
and choosing an appropriate normal structure. The procedure is complicated 
by the fact that non-zero elements in lower kernels are introduced. The same 
procedure is used to kill these kernels giving rise to an induction argument. 
We begin with the simplest case of 'kernel killing'. 
LEMMA 2.1.4. If (x, e ax) is a normal space of formal dimension a, there 
is a normal space W which is (-2)—Poincar6 and an n—connected normal map 
1: W -* X. Furthermore if K_ 1 (X) = 0 then we may choose W such that 
1C 1 (W) = 0. 
PROOF: Let W be the homology truncation of X at a, (see [2, Theorem 
2.1]), that is, H. (W) = 0, * > a and there is a map i: W -'j X such that 
i. : H. (W) H. (X), * < a. Also W is of cellular dimension a + 1. Form the 
spherical fibration i over W. Then T(i): T(iE) -* TE is (a + k)—connected 
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and so we may lift ax giving aw 	-* T(?e). This defines a normal 
structure on W for which i: W -* X is an n— connected normal map. Since 
H, (w) = 0, * > n, W is (-2)— Poincaré. Now suppose K_ 1 (X) = 0, then 
([X]n) 0 is onto and H' 1 (X) = 0. Hence ([W]n) 0 is onto and H'"'(W) = 0, 
so that K_ 1 (W) = 0. I 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1.4. we assume from now on that every nor-
mal space of formal dimension n is (-2)—Poincar6 and of cellular dimension at 
most ti + 1. 
We now define a natural map between chain mapping cones and the singular 




of spaces. Then we have the commutative diagram 
C,Y$Q.C,..1X 	) C.B® 1.C... 1 A 
(/3 U Ca), 
C,(Yu 9 CX) 	 C.(Bu 1 CA) 
where W 0 (y®x) = y+Cx for y®x € C,Y® Q, C,_ 1 X, * > 1 and w ,, (y) = y—* for 
y € CO Y where * is a choice of base point. Similarly for w 1 . This defines chain 
maps.(For x € C,_ 1  X, a generator we define Cx E C. (CX) to be the simplicial 
join of x and the base point of CX. Let Cx € C. (Y U g CX) be the image of 
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Cx under the map CX -* Y U0 CX). Then c, and w1 are chain homotopy 
equivalences. 
We shall have need of some standard chains. Let p C N and m be fixed 
positive integers. Let {&'} E HP (SP) be a generator. Let dN +l E CN+l(D), 
and 5N  E CN (SN) be any two singular chains such that c9dN + 1 = i. (SN) where 
i: 5N  D'' is the inclusion of the boundary, and {SN} E HN(S") is a 
generator. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
	
SN 	 D' 
A s ! 	 jAD 
(v.1) A (v i i) 
(V,5N_P)A(VS P ) 
where 0 < s,t < in and A s  is a sum of homeomorphisms 511 S"" AS" over 
index pairs s = t and A D  is the obvious extension of A 5 . Let 
flr: (V.'i A(VS P ) 	i 5N-p  AS 
be the projection onto the rth term, 0 < r < m and E" be 
AW 
EP: C.(AASP) 	)C.A®C.S" 4 C. PA 
where AW is the Alexander—Whitney map [12, p.  112] and / is the slash product. 
Define elements 
dr 	 = E (11,).jAv).(111+i) E N - p+l 
= 	(II,.). (A s ).(s11 ) E CN _ p (SN_) 
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Then Ôd_P+l = 	and each {s.,_} is a generator of H
N _ p (SN_). 
§2 THE j- FIBRE OF A j-POINCAR9 NORMAL SPACE 
Suppose now that (X, e , a) is a normal space, with E a S' - '- fibration and 
— a S '-fibration, which is j-Poincaré, where j :!~ V-Y-I - 2, that is 
H* (Caxn )=O 	*<2k+1+j+1 
Then there exists a map fl: V 52k+i+I+1 .. E'T/'(X), where 0 < r < in, 
and a null-homotopy H of (ax n) . /3 such that 
HUa x n CO: V(D2J(+2 U1 Cs") —* Ek TeUaxn CEll' 
is onto on homology in dimension 2k + I + j + 2. Here i' is the normal fibration 
of X. (Note that II+ I  (X) is finitely generated and so in is finite .) 
REMARK If K1 .1., (X) is free we may choose /3 and H such that H U.~ n C/i is 
an isomorphism on homology. 
The ii + 2k +1 +p-dual of {fi}  is a map /3' E {X+V r S"''} such that 
for p sufficiently large T (E/i A 1) . (s)k,o = (1 A i3') . ({X} fl+2k+ l +P )ok. 
We may suppose T (&)k,o = (As)o,k and so by naturality of T we have 
(1A$').({X})o,k cT.(/3A1)•(1s)o,k. But dimXzn+1 <- 2(n - [ - ])+1 < 
2(n-j-2)+1 andsowemaydesuspend/3' toobtainf: X - Vr S''. Since 
k + I is arbitrarily large we may desuspend the previous homotopy to obtain the 
homotopy commutative diagram 
• {X} fl . 2 
S 2 'c 
As  
(VS2 k+ 1 + l ) A (V,S'') 	
fiAl 
Taking the associated fibration of f gives 
T(v® — e ® A X 
J, lAf 
T(u® — Ce E) A  (VrS''') 
	









where the top square commutes up to homotopy. Then e is I-i - 5 - 2 < 
([a I + 1)—connected. Let F be the homology truncation of F1 at n, and i: F 
flx •e 
F1 	X. We shall call F 	the j—fibre of the j—Poincaré space X. 




where all squares are pullback squares. Then there is a natural map TC -' T. 
LEMMA 2.2.4. Let 
CX 
(1 A f) 
be the map 0, where e: F -4i. Then 0 is (n + 1)—connected. 
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PROOF By [19, p.  3191 there is a map 
çb:F, AVS' —XuCF 
which is a homology equivalence. Since the spaces are simply—connected 0 is a 
homotopy.equivalence. Let H be a homotopy from 0 . 	to l. 
U Cf 
. The map 
x  
also fits into the following homotopy commutative diagram 
kUCF 
J Ai l 
X.1. AVS"'' 
where A is the diagonal map on X taking CF to the base point. Let C be the 
natural null—homotopy of i 'j: F - X U CF. We have the commutative diagram 
I 
X 	 XuCF 	 CuCFuCX 
1 l 	 lhICl; 
- 
X 	F+AVrS'1 	) F+ AVS''UCX 
IV' -GUCj 
F 	 CF 	 CFuCF 
Now since 0 is a homotopy equivalence, by the five—lemma and simple— connect- 




).( 1 .CUCj)±ClF UCj:EF—*5CUCFUCX 
by the homotopy C: (CF U CF) x I) -* X U CF U CX where 
H(C(x,t),$) 0 < t < 
C(xAt,$) = H(i.j(x),$) 	St S 
jfr) 
M. 
Hence r' G U Cj: EF -* F.,. A Vr S''' U CX is a homotopy equivalence. 
We also have 
F 	 CF 	 CFUCF 
4 
X 	F+ AV, S' 1 	F+ AVS"''UCX 
I hAl 
x 	X+AVrS"'' 	X+AV,r2uCK 
where K is a homotopy from (j A 1) 	i to &.. Note that K may be written 
in the form K' -i. Since JA 1 is (2n - 25— 3)—connected and 5 < 	—2 
we conclude that 5 A 1 is at least (a + 2)—connected. Hence by the five—lemma 
(5 A 1) U K U cL is at least (a + 1)— connected. 
Now ((jA1)UKUC1)(&' .QUC5) = ((jA1)r' .GUK.j)+(*UCS) 
and so is homotopic to TP 1ff (5 A 1) . 
1  0 U K .5 is null—homotopic. Such a 
null—homotopy is given by 
{ (5A1)•&' .Q(x,(1—s)(1-2t)+s) 0 << 
- 
D(x At, s) = 
K'.G(x,$) 2 	- 
Thus we conclude that tP is at least (a + 1)—connected. I 
LEMMA 2.2.5. Let 
W: EkTE* 	(Ek + I TEAV r Sfl_I_ l )U 	 CE'Te 
(1 A f) 
be the map cb.,T() where T(e): T -* T. Then W is (n+2k+1+ 1)—connected. 
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PROOF It is sufficient to prove that 'P isa (n+2k+1+ 1)-homology equivalence. 
We have the following commutative diagram 
'P 	
(Ek+ZTeAVrSD_i_l)UG+ITE 
1. 	 .1. 
T(i)Ae,b 
E'TE A EF 	EA: + t Te A(X+ A Vr'1 U CX) 
where the vertical maps are the diagonals induced on the mapping cones from 
A. and A.... Since these diagonals induce Thom isomorphisms on homology the 
result follows immediately from the fact that ip is at least (ii + 1)-connected. I 
We also have homotopy equivalences 
(X+ A VrS'') U(1AJ).a CX : (X+ AV, S- 
- i - 1)   U 	CX 
(1Af) . 
(E 1 TeAVS''') UEkl( 1A f).A CYY"Te 
(Ek+ITEAVrSfl2l)U 	 CEk+l74E 
Es (1AJ).az 
defined in the obvious way. For each map th, 'I', A, B we define chain maps b, 
IIi, A, B where, for example, i is just 
C. (X 4 A Vr S" 	') C._l(X) 
the right hand side being the chain mapping cone on ((1 A7) . A).. Furthermore 






C* (X + AV r S''' uCX) 
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commutes and similarly for 'I', A, and B. 






As! 	 (1 A I) &- 	 Ek+t(l Al) . At t 
(VrS1")1(VrSP) fiA1 ) T(vs—E® 	
(axfl)A1
E)A(V,S) 	 ) Ek+ITeA(VrSP) 
where the second square commutes and the first square expresses the S—duality 
between $ and f, and so commutes up to homotopy. Let H1 be such a homotopy. 
Let]: D'H  U1 (SN x D') -* 	be the obvious inclusion map. Now 
D'' AD(VrDN_P+1)A(VrSP) HAl Ek+ITeA(Vr SP) 
is a null—homotopy of ((ax n) A 1) . ($ A 1) As ,and so letting C' = ((H A 1) 
AD) U ((ax n) A 1) . H1 the commutative diagram 
D' u (SN  x D1 ) 
G'I ____ 	ja 
Ek+ITEA (V, SP) E'TEA(VrS) 
defines a null—homotopy C of E'[(l Al) At . (ax fl) {X} = E"' [(l Al). 
ax ]. Hence we obtain a map 
Cu jk+l 
D' u cs' 	
c• 	
) E1'TA (V,'') UE4(1AJ).AE CEk+Yre 
Let : 8Y + 1 D" +I U CSI be any homeomorphism. Thus we have a homo-




W - E '' aF B - (G U 	k+Ia) 
Furthermore 
W' .W 
E'T A (V"- ' - ') UEkl(1Af). ( CE1-"7e 
I 	____ 
where IT is the collapse map, homotopy commutes. 
Thus 
Et+ 1 T(i).E bc fh l ap 	 =ll.(GUCI?+lax) = Eax 
which desuspending gives 
T(i) . ap ax 
and so (F, , at') is a normal space for which i is a normal map. 
§3 THE KERNELS OF THE j—FIBRE 
We must now calculate K. (F), and to this end we first evaluate [F] E H. (F) 
where [F] = (al ).(sfl+k). nU. Now there is a commutative diagram 
C, e (E" ' ax p 
C.(Dt T + 1 )%r C,_ i (5N) 	 ) C* (Ek+ITEA(v r Sn_i_ l ))®C* _ l Ek+l Te 
Wi 	 WE kI(1AI ) A 
(GUGt" ax). 
C. (D 1 uCS1t) 	 ) C,(E'TEA(\I,S'')UCE'Te) 
Choosing a generator {sN + 1 } E HIV + 	
+ 1) such that 0, (s +') 
= w (dN + 1 ® SN) we therefore have 
(CUCIax ) . . 4,* (sN+l ) =WE kt(lA , ).A€ .(C.(dN+l )(Ek4t ax) * (3N)) 
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Furthermore 
n.w 	 - 
C.(*)®C._1(E'° 'Tt) 	(®rCs _ n+k+I+a+l(TE))®(L_ 1(TE) 
IL; 
(®r C._ n-vt- '+1+ 	 I—i 
commutes, where 
fl 	((D rE''_'(Thi," ,llr))01 
and so 
2- 1  fl MEFI) =A- ' n .((EM ).(SN) nU) 
= 	((®r nU) ®nU) .fl.W((E'aF )(SN)) 
A'(((D r flU)®1)11' 	..w,((E'ap).(SN)) 
(1AI)ta'j 
A_ 1 ((® r flU)(DflLT)1L 	'P..(EaF)(SN+l) 
(lAf)A1 
2_ 1 (((Dr flLT)(DflLT)1'_ 1 	.B..(GUGax),&(Sn+i) 
(1AJ)a 
A'(((D r T)$T)1L1' 	•B..w(1Af).0 
(1AJ)A 
(G.(dN+l) ® (E'ax ).(SN)) 
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(((Dr n U) flU) .0 .B( (dN+l )® (E'° x ). (SN )) 
= ((er n U)  flu) 	(dN 	(E"ax ), (Si.,)) 
Now if EZ: C. (SN) 0 C (D') -* C. (SN  x D 1 ) is the Eilenberg—Zilber map 
then 
[(E'(l Af) 	. {X}), - ((# A 1)  . AS).](9N) = 8((H1 ). EZ(s (& d1 )) 
But j(dN+l +EZ(SN (9 d1 )) E CN +j (D) is just a triangulation of dN+l and 
so 
G. (dN+l )®(Elcax ), (SN) = 
((H A 1), (SD).  (dN+l) + ((ax n) A 1), . (H1 ), EZ(SN ® d i ))®(ax ), (SN) 
up to a boundary. Thus 
(IT,). . (H A 1), . ( D). ('1N+1) 
.(HA1). (Jlr). (ôID).(dN+l) 
H, E"'' 	 .(fl).(dN+l) 
= H,(d k+ , +J+2 ). 
Furthermore letting 'yr = 	 (II,.), . (H1 ), . EZ(SN 0 d) we have 
= 	(11r ).LE'(l A f), (&) {X}43N) - ( fiA 1), . (As),(SN)l 
= fl.(;kI+J+1) - { X} n f'(( 11r) * (''')) 
Then 
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2_I •n cbflF]) = ($r(flU)ULRk+z+a+2) + (axfl).('yr)fl®[X] 
from which it follows that e. [F] = k [X]. 
We now calculate the kernels of F. We have the Puppe sequence 








And hence long exact sequences 
{X}n 
([Xln) q j 	 j (ax  fl). 
Hq X 	( 
flu 	
Hq+2k+z(E''TE) 
Kq _ i X 	Hq+2k +s(Cs(E'° TE) ® 
{X}n 
H(C._,(E"Tv) 
where t and p are the obvious inclusion and projection maps, and i, = (flu) - ', 
= ({X}n) 	p. Consider Diagram (t) (overleaf) where q = (ll ) 	([Fin) 
and 
-4 HI+2(C.E'"TE ® 
®r Thr STh_11 F-* 
and the right hand sequence is the Serre exact sequence. 
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DIAGRAM (t) 
K1+3 (X) 	c 0 
I 
IC 
H"' 3 (X) 





H"' 2 (X) 
IC 
c H' 2 (X) 
([X]n)a+2j 
H' 2 (X) c H'' 2 (F) 









THEOREM 3.1.1. Diagram (t) is commutative 
PROOF Clearly all the squares commute except possibly 1 through 7. Now 
q . C = (11k). e. ([Fin) C = TI. ((e. [F])fl) = TI. ((k. [X])n) = ([Xlfl) 
and so squares 1, 3, 6 commute. It immediately follows that squares 2 and 7 
commute. Also 
p . w(® r ttrs"'') = ({X}n)' . p(Er nr (H. (d k+s+J+2) ® 
= ({X}fl) ' (Erflrfi.(3;k+I+i+l)) 
P. = J (Sr nrs"' 1 ) 
= 	. 
hence square 5 commutes. 
Now we need only show that square 4 commutes. 
Now r°:H'' 2 F-' Ht1 _ 3 _ l (V r S V% _ 2 _ l ) is given by 
H 12 F 	 (flE V S--j- I) H"''(v 5-i-1) 
r 	 r 
where I&: V 5I-12 -* OEV T 	is the adjoint map of the identity 
on EVr 	But (I&) in the Tor representation of H* (0 Vr 
Si') is 
known, (see [12, p.241]), and hence by the naturality of Tor we may find r in the 
Tor representation of H°F. We think of Hom((($,C._ + 5+1 X) (D C._ 1 X),Z) 
as a subcomplex of the chain complex whose homology is Tor, (truncate the 
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canonical injective resolution at the second stage). Thus we may show that if 
the map 
i: H ' 2 ((® r C*_ n+a+ 13f)WC*_iX) 4H'' 1 (V r S'' 1 ) 
is defined by ((®;n,) ® x) = r flr S 11 ,where (E), n,) ® xis a cocycle in 
Horn((®,Co X) ®c_ 1 _ 2 3C,Z), then r = 
We have the commutative diagram 
C.F 	 (®r C._n +a + 2(X))®CPo) 
(i®e).XJ, 
C.(F)®C.(X) 	 (®,C_ +1+2(X)®C'(X))ØC.(X) 
and so cap-products 
H' (F) c 	H(®r C._ n+j+2(X)®C*(X)) 
je.([F]fl) 	 ,jjn .
;[F])n 
H* (X) 	 H. (X) 




H(®r Cs_ n+i+2(X)9C(X) 





H52(X) 	 ) H1+2 (C.(EktTe) ec._ i ( EldliTv)) 
commutes to show that square 4 commutes. 
So suppose ((D r nr)(Dx € ($r C° X)®C"' 2 X is any cocycle,then by defini-
tion Sx' = Er f (fl,S 1_i). Then 
= —8[{X}flx +Ernr'yr} 
Furthermore 
' (A[(® r (flU)(H. (dk+:+a+2) + (ax n). ('yr))® [XI ]/(®r 2r®t)) 
= ,((nu) •(axfl). •{X}n x' + E r flr (flU)(H* d'2k+s+i+2  +(axfl),ir )) 
= 	(u)(( fl) {X} n x' + Erflr(H*4k+I+j+2  + (ax fl).yr)) 




Z 	2+ (ax  fl)vyr)) k+l+i+ 
= t((an).{X} n x + Erflr(H*4 k+ : +a+2 + (ax n).'yr )) 
+ 	t. (G((ax n). a({X) n x) + 8(E rn (H 	+ (ax flLlr))) * C 2k+l+i+2  
up to a boundary 
= [(a1 fl){X} fl x' + Er nr (He dr2k+I+i+2  + (ax fl) * 'lr )]®0 
+ t. C([-(ax n).fi. ($rflr4k+l+j+1) + 8(Er flr Hs d k+:+a+2)]) 
The term in the last square bracket is zero and so we are left with 
[(an).{X}flx* +Erflr " ( T * (2k+I+j+2 +(axfl)*'yr)]®O 
= H*(Er nrd k+ , +a+2)®th (Er htrSk+s+a+l) - 8(0®[{X} n f + Ern.rlrI) 
= 
up to a boundary. Hence square 4 commutes and Theorem 3.1.1. is proved. I 
4 NORMAL SURGERY BELOW THE MIDDLE DIMENSION 
In the following lemmas we assume X is a normal space which is j-Poincaré 
and F is the j-fibre with the above normal structure together with the ([t] + 1)- 
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connected normal map 1: F -' X. 
LEMMA A Ifj !~ [nL].2 and K... 2 (X) = 	=K1 (X) =O then K1 (F) 
K11 (F) = 0. Furthermore K(F) = K(X), 5+3 < I < n — j-4 if  < [fl.L]_3 . 
LEMMA B Ifj <[L]_3andK-2 (X) = =K1 (X)=OandK5+2 (X) =0, 
then 1C1 (F) = K11 (F) = 0 and K12 (F) is free. Furthermore 1C1 (F) = K1 (X), 
5 + 3 < I < ii -5 —4 ifS :5 V-H - 3. 
LEMMA C Jfj C [ 4 —3 and K_ 2 (X) = 	= K1 (X) = 0, K1+ (X) is 
free and 111+2 (X) = 0, then K1 (F) = K5+1 (F) = K12 (F) = 0. Furthermore 
K1 (F).= K1 (X), 5+3 < i C n — j - 4 ifj C [1] —3. 
PROOF OF LEMMA A Since K1 (X) = 0 and w is onto, the five-lemma implies 
that ([F]n) 1+1  is an isomorphism and so ([F]fl)1+1 is an isomorphism since 
I is vi -5 - 2 > 5 + 2 connected. Further, by the five-lemma 11+2 . ([Flfl)1+2 is 
onto and so ([F]fl)1+2 is onto. Hence Ic11 (F) = 0. 
We also have the diagram 
_____ 	 _____ 
o=K1 (X) 	H"'(X) 
([Xln)1 
H5 (X) 	K11 (X)=0 
11. 
([F]n)1 
H'(F) 	Hy (F) 
and so ([F]n) 1 is an isomorphism. But ([F]n), 1  is an isomorphism and so we 
conclude that Ky (F) = 0. 
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As for the second statement this follows from the fact that e is (n-j-2) - 
connected. I 
PROOF OF LEMMA B By lemma A we have K1 (F) = K51 (F) = 0. Since 
K1+2 (X) = 0 if follows that ([X]n) 5+3 is onto and ([X]n) 1+2 is into. Also 
([X]n) 1+3 
H' - ' 3 (X) 	 111+3 (X) 
([F]n)1+3 
H" - ' 3 (F) 	 H13 (F) 
commutes and so ([Flfl)1+3 is onto and K1+2 (F) ker([F]fl) 1+2 . We have 
0 	i H'' 2 (X) 	
i. 
1 H"'-2(F) 	) 	 ) 0 
([Xln)1+2 j, 	 j([Fln)a+2 
H. 2 (X) 
There is a splitting r of r since Imr* is free, and hence an isomorphism 
(i, r) 
H"' 2 (X)®Irnr 	H"" 2 (F) 
Suppose x ® y € ker(([F]fl)a+2 . (1,r)) is a torsion element. Then y = 0 and 
so ([F]n) 5+2 i(x) = 0. Thus ([Xjfl) 1+2 (x) = 0, but ([XIfl)3+2 is into and so 
x = 0. Hence ker(([Flfl)a+2 . (i,r)) is free and so ker(([Fjfl) 1+2) K12 (X) is 
also free. I 
PROOF OF LEMMA C Since K11 (X) is free we may choose H U C/i: 
E''TE Ua x n CE 1 71/ to induce an isomorphism on homol- 
ogy, and so w may be taken to be an isomorphism. By Lemma A K1 (F) = 0, 
0 
K51 (F) = 0. Further by the five—lemma i1+2 ([F]n)1+2 is an isomorphisim 
and hence ([F]n)5+2 is also. Similarly ([F]n)1+3 is onto and so 1(1 + 2 (F) = 0. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1.3 The proof is by induction —1 < r < - 2. 
The induction hypothesis at r is: 
Let X be a normal space 
(H1 (r)): If i < r and K1 (X) = K11 (X) = 0 then there is a normal space W 
together with a ([] + 1)—connected normal map W -* X such that K (W) = 0, 
* < i — i, 1(,(W) is free, K 1 (W) = 0,and K. (W) = K. (X) if I + 2 < * 
1-' 	1 
[2 
(H2 (r)): There is a normal space W together with a ([a] + 1)—connected normal 
map W -* X such that K_ 2 (W) = 	= K, (W) = 0, K* (W) = 
(H3 (r)): If I < r - 1 and 114 (X) = K11 (X) = 0 then there is a space W 
together with a ([-] + 1)—connected normal map W -* X such that K_ 2 (W) = 
= K 1 (W) =0, and K* (W) K. (X), 1+2 < * < [!!i]_ 1. 
where W is a space coming with a ([I + 1)—connected normal map 1: W -* X. 
Using homology truncations it is easily seen that H1 (-1), H2 (-1), H3 (-1) 
are true. Suppose now that H, (r), H2 (r), 113 (r) are true, r 	—2. 
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H1 (r),H2 (r),H3 (r) =* H1 (r+1) 
Suppose Kr+i(X) = K,+2(X) = 0, then 112 (r) implies there is a TV1 
such that K_ 2 (W1 ) = =K,—J(WI) = Kr+i(Wi) = K,+2(WI) = 0 and 
K.(W 1 )=K.(X)r+1< * <[-'-]-1. Lemma B applied atj=r-1 
implies there is a TV2 such that Kr _ j (W2) = Kr (W2 ) = 0, Kr+i(W2) is free, 
Kr+2(W2 )=O and K.(W2 )=K(T4hi)r+2<*_<LI_1_<T_ 3 .Finally 
113 (r) implies there is a W such that K_ 2 (W) = = K, (W)= 0, Kr+i(W) is 
free, Kr+2(W) = 0 and K* (W) = K. (W 2 ) r+ 1 < * < [ zL ]- 1. 
H, (r), 112 (r), Hs (r)==. H2 (r+1) 
Suppose K.. 2 (X) = = Kr _ i (X) = 0, then Lemma A applied at  = r-1 
implies there is aW1 such that Kr _ 1 (W1 ) = Kr (W1 ) = 0 and K. (W I ) = K. (X) 
r+2 <*< [' 1-1 < n—r-3. 113 (r) implies then that there is a TV such 
that K_ 2 (W)rKr(W)O and K,(W)K.(M'i)r+2<*<Vt'H1 
H, (r), H2 (r), 113 (r) ==t 	H3 (r+1) 
Suppose K (X) = Kr+i (X) = 0, then H1 (r) implies there is aW1 such that 
K. (W I ) = 0, * < r —1, 14(W 1 ) is free, Kr+i(Wi) = 0 and K. (W I ) = 14(X) 
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r + 2 C r + 2 < * < 	- 1. Lemma C applied at j = r - 1 implies there is 
a Pt2 such that Kr _ i (W2 ) = K, (W2 )= Kr+i(W2) = 0 and K,(W 2 ) = K. (W,) 
r + 2 < * < a - r -4 < 	-1. Finally H3 (r) implies there is a Pt such that 
K_ 2 (W) = 	Kr  + 1 (W) = 0 with the same equalities in the higher kernels. 
By induction we conclude that H1 ([--'-] -1), H2 ([-'-] -1) and H3  ([--] - 
1) are true. But H2 ([!__i.j_1) gives Pt1 such that K_ 2 (W1 ) = 	= K1 _ 1 )/ 2 ]_ 2 (Ptl ) = 
0, and then Lemma A applied at 5 = [-]-- 2 gives a Pt2 such that 'R- l )/ 2 1_ 2 (W2 ) = 
Kj( _ l)/2J _ l (W2 ) = 0. Finally H3 ([f-] - 1) gives a Pt such that K_ 2 (W) = 
= Kj( _ l)/21 _ l (W) = 0, that is Pt is ([--I - 1)-Poincare. U 
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CHAPTER THREE 
§1 EXTENSION OF COFIB1tATIONS UP TO HOMOTOPY 
The extension of cofibrations up to homotopy results in [13] were an essen-
tial step in the theory of Poincaré surgery in [14]. 
DEFINITION Let 1: X - Y. We say f extends up to homotopy as a cofibra-
tion if there is a map g: A -* X and a null-homotopy H of f g such that the 
induced map 0: C9 -, Y is a homotopy equivalence. 
Recall that as part of the proof of Poincaré surgery we wished to kill the gen-
erators of the lowest non-zero kernel of a normal space by 'removing' the dual 
cells 1: X -* V r S'''. The approach in [14] was based on the recognition 
that 'removing' a cell, as required in surgery, was achieved by extending I up 
to homotopy as a cofibration, if this could indeed be done. Theorem 1.1 in [13] is 
'THEOREM 3.1.1.' If 1: X -* Y is 2-conneèted, X, Y are 1-connected and 
dim! :5 2conY + conf, then f extends up to homotopy as a cofibration 1ff 
a: X -, X  CF factors through I. 
Here F is the homotopy fibre of f and a is the inclusion map. 
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The map f: X -* V r S' - j' satisfies the connectivity and dimension con-
ditions and the factoring condition can easily be seen to be equivalent to the 
condition that (1 A f) . i: X -p X A (V r S" 11 ) is null-homotopic, which is 
indeed true since f is dual to the generators of a kernel. Hence, if true, the 
theorem would be sufficient to extend f up to homotopy as a cofibration. 
The map (1 A 1) is just ®rf(5'')u1 H.X -, on 
homology, and can be thought of as detecting generalised Whitehead products 
of 'cells S'''' with other cells. Such higher cells 'tie' the 'S"' 1  -cells' 
into the space preventing their removal by extension of f as a cofibration. Cells 
whose attaching maps are triple Whitehead products of the 'S"' '-cells' with 
other cells will in the same way also obstruct the extension of f as a cofibration. 
Such cells may be detected by the relevant Massey higher product in H X. The 
conditions of theorem 3.1.1. make no reference to higher products, and in fact 
these products may be used to construct a counter-example to the theorem. 
Our approach to the extension of cofibrations is motivated by the following 
theorem of Berstein and Hilton 
THEOREM 3.1.2. [2, Theorem A] If Y is a co-H-space and dimY < 3conY 
then Y is, up to homotopy, a suspension. 
The desuspension of a space Y is equivalent to the extension of * - Y as a 
cofibration, and so we think of desuspension as a special case of extension as a 
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cofibration. Similarly the property of Y being a co—H—space is a special case of 
the property of the map f being weakly—coprincipal. 






where p and q are the obvious inclusion maps. Then f is said to be weakly—
coprincipal or w—coprincipal if there is a map r: C1 -, Mf , f such that 1. q r 
ij and 2. V.r*,  where V:Mj , j  —*Yis the fold map ly U(f HI)  Uly . 
See [20, 2.4.6.1 for the dual notion of w—principality. 












where fl: M -i M1 , is the homotopy equivalence induced by virtue of M being 
a homotopy pushout. 
PROOF Let r = fl . Then the proof consists of checking the definitions, and 
is omitted. I 
We obtain the following results dual to those in [20, pp. 54-571. 
LEMMA 3.1.4. The map 1: X -' Y is w—coprincipal if there exists a homo-
topy.equivalence U: Mfj -* Y V Cj such that 11 . it V and 112 •u0i'f. 
where H : Y V C1 -, Y and 112: Y V C1 -* Cj are the projection maps. 
PROOF = Suppose it: Mf,f -* Y V Cj  is a homotopy equivalence as above. 
Let v be the homotopy inverse of it and define r: Cf -' M111 to be v 52  where 
52 : C1 Y VC 1 . Then q.rc±(112 ) = that 15 
q•r 0j , f . Also Vr = (11 k .u).v•52 	11 i2 	*. Hence f isw—coprincipal. 
= Suppose f is w—coprincipal under r: Cf -* M1 , 1 . Let 
v = V (12 V r): Y V Cf -' M,,1 
where V: Y V Y -, Y is the usual fold map. Consider the commutative diagram 
Y __ Y 
lid, t i2 






Then & , = q r 	4' j and so is a hamotopy equivalence. Thus v 
is a homotopy equivalence also. Let it be the homotopy inverse of v. Then 
V .v = V. (VV  V).(i 2 Vr) 	ll and so fl .0 	V. Also # •qv = 
V 	V#T). (q Vq) 	Vr) V.(* vic,) H2 and so 	 .111 
DEFINITION Let (A, it) be a co—H--space and B a space. A coaction of A on 




commutes up to homotopy. 
LEMMA 3.1.5. If 1: X—' V is w—coprincipal then Cf is a. co—il—space which 
coacts on Y. 
PROOF Letq:Y —sYVC; be defined byvjuii where u:MfJ —*YVCf  
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is as above. Consider the homotopy commutative diagram 
	
X 	V 
ft 	 J,ii 
V 	)YVC 
Pt 	 !PV 1 
C1 	)C,VC 1 
Here ji is defined on the mapping cone of f from the null— homotopy (pV 1) . 'j . f 
(pv1).j1 .frji .p.fr*.LetJ:C,VC j 4Cj XC, and KVVC,V)<C,. 
The natural coaction C1 —, C, VEX induces an action [C,, Z] x [EX, Z] —* 
[CJ.,Z], (g, a) F-+ g" such that ifg 1 ,g2 e [C,,Z] satisfy g1 -p ne g2 p then there 
exist an a 6 [EX, ZI such that g g2 . But 
J . 	p J. (p v 1) .' 	(p x 1) . K•tj = (p x 1) . (1 x p) = a1 . 
and so there exists a: EK --+ C1 x C, such that (J - ja 	A. Since EX is a 
suspension a lifts into C; V Cj giving a map a: EK —+ C, V C1 . 
Letp=iC:C, —C`1 VC1 . Then 
and so (C,, p)  is a co—il—space. 
Furthermore H1 	= Hi -u-ii 	V-ij  = ly and 112 . — 112' U ' il  
-q - 	p. Finally it-p 	-p (pV 1).tj and soC; coacts on V. I 
EN 
Thus we may think of a w-coprincipal map as generalising the notion of a 
co-H--space. By analogy with theorem 3.1.2. we have 
THEOREM 3.1.6. If 1: X - Y is a 2-connected map of 1-connected spaces 
and dimf :5 2conf + conY - 1 then f extends up to homotopy as a cofibration. 
Theorem 3.1.1. is true within this range. (It fails in the iteration of the 
initial argument, which is unnecessary here.) We shall show that the factoring 
condition follows from w-coprincipality and so [13, Theorem 1.1] provides a 
proof of this theorem. (A proof along the lines of theorem 3.1.2. would also do 
of course - see [4, §41 for the necessary relative Hopf invariant.) 
Notice that the connectivity conditions are by no means strong enough 
to show that f: X -* V Sn - -' extends as a cofibration. Again, by analogy 
with the desuspension problem we might expect that higher co-associativity 
conditions on the coaction of a w-coprincipal map would allow us to relax the 
connectivity conditions. 
Suppose now that 1: X -* Y is a fibration with j: F -' X the inclusion of 
the fibre. Let r = 	EF - C1 , and 6: C1 -* EK the map which collapses Y. 
LEMMA 3.1.7. f is w-coprincipal if there is a map s: Cf -* 17 such that 
1. r•s10 , 
and 2. Ei's6 
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PROOF = Suppose such a map s exists. Let r = w - s: C, -* M,,,, where 
w: EF -* M,,, is defined by w(zAt) = {x,t} EM,,,. Then 
	
q r 	= q W •8 	çb1 , j •T3 
Also V r = V w -s = *. Thus f is w—coprincipal. 
Suppose f is w—coprincipal under r: C1 -* M,,,. Since f is a fibration 
so is V. (if A: {(a, x) E PY x XIa(1) = f(x)} -, X is a lifting function 
for f then A: {(a,{x,t}) e PY x M 1 , 1  I a(1) = V{x,t}} -* M1 , 1 defined by 
A(a, {x, t}) = {A (a,  x) , t} is a lifting function for V. In fact w is just the inclusion 
of the fibre of V, and so the null—homotopy V r c± * gives a map s: C1 -* EF 
such that w •s r. But T q w • s . q r Furthermore 
Ei a = ( IX uX) 	= 62 qw •s 62 q r 62 	6 
where (IX uX): M,,, -* XLV collapses the ends and 62: C, -* LV collapses Y. 
Hence the lemma is proved. I 
LEMMA 3.1.8. If 1: X -* Y is w—coprincipal, and 2conY > dimX,dimY 
then a: X -4X U CF factors through f. 










Fa I tEl 
1,. 
EKuCEJ F 	 El' 
defines a factoring of Xh through U, and the connectivity conditions allow us 
to desuspend to give the required factoring I 
Also 01 , is a right homotopy inverse of 01, and so the amended extension 
condition in the Maths Review [11] of [13] is satisfied also. 
§2 A COUNTER-EXAMPLE TO THEOREM 3.1.1. 
We construct a map satisfying the conditions of Quinn's theorem but which does 
not extend. (A similar counter—example has been constructed by J. Smith. See 
[15]) 




g , v gq  v Sr  
and let ma: S' V S 9 V Sr —p SP V Sr , P23: S v 5q  v Sr —* 5q v Sr, 
PP : S' V Sr - S' be the projection maps. Then from the properties of White-
head products it is seen that P23 * and P13 *. Choose null—homotopies 
.1123 and H13 of P23 o.i and P13  w respectively so that the secondary operation 
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• H23 UP' H13 : 	s' is null-homotopic. Define a null-homotopy 
H of p3 - w: SP V Sq v S' 	Sr to be either p H 3 or 	H23 , and use H to 
define a map 
If we restrict p, q and r so that r > p + q - min(p,q) + 2 and min(p,q) > 2 
then the dimension and connectivity conditions of theorem 3.1.1. are satisfied. 
To show that f is w-coprincipal consider the commutative diagram 
	
(5v5vSr)ue' 	I 	 Sr 
I! 	
j13 
Sr ,$p+ 1 VSQ+ 1 VSrVSP+Q+ r 
A homotopy 13 f 13 . f is sought making the diagram a homotopy pushout. 
Firstly define C: (3" V Sq  V  Sr) x 1-4 S"' v 51  v Sr  v gp+q+' by  
where xESr  and tel 
C(x,t)=xAtES'"'1 C5Pl5 VS'VS" where xeS" and tEl 
c(z, t) =z AtesQ+ 1 cS 1 vSlVSr VS t  where xES and tE1 
Let 
Z = cP+Q+_l u ((5" V 5q v Sr) x I) U 6p+q+r-1 
where the two p + q + r - 1-cells are attached at either end of the cylinder via w. 
Extend C over Z by defining C to be 1 f on these cells. There is a cofibration 
sequence 
SP+Q+r-1 	z 	{(5P v S  v S)  u e"' } x I 
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The map 4' is a generalised Whitehead product. We shall show that C can be 
	
extended over the whole of {(S" V Sq V Sr) u 	 x I by finding a null 
homotopyofC.4':S'' _5p+15q+l5ry5P++r• Itis seen that 
X is given by 




where x E gp-Fq+r-2, t E land i3 : S" '-* S'' v 5q+1  V Sr. By the Hilton-
Milnor theorem 119, Thorem 8.1] to show that x is null— homotopic it is sufficient 
to show that the components 
 
p 
C) Pis •ErIpq+r _ i (S 	VSr)and 
d) P23 1p . qr_ i (i9' vS'S) 
are null-homotopic. 
a) We have 
* 
P12 X(ZA t) = p12 .C(w(x),3t —1) 	< < 2 3_ _3 
t 	* 3_ - 




p3.x(xAt)= t pa.G(w(x),3t-1)<t<  3_ _3 H(x,3-3t) 3_ -
but p C(w(x), t) = p . c(x) and so p x = * 
We have 
Ii2 .H(x,3t) 	0 <  t <  1  
3 
P13 .X(XAt) = P13 .C(w(z),3t —1) 	<t < 2 3_ _3 









Now define : SP+9_ 1 XI_*SP+ 1 VSrbY(X At, )G(Hl3 (XrA),3t_1) 
where - < t C and A E I, and extending over 0 < t < - and < t < 1 
using any null—homotopy of the secondary operation p H13 U H. Then is a 
null—homotopy of Pia 
The map P23 x E TIpq _ 1 (s 	v Sr)  is zero in the same way as in 
(c). 
Hence x *. Now [13 x: SP +r1 .. Sr is just the secondary operation 
H U H:  9''' u P++r-1 -, Sr and 50 is null— homotopic in the obvious 
way. (See b) above.) Let A be the null—homotopy. We may choose the null-
homotopy E of x such that the secondary operation 11 3 E  A: 5P+ 2+ 
r __ Sr is 
null—homotopic. Thus we obtain a map 
CUE: Z U 	-* 51 V S' VS' which is  homotopy of 1 3 f to 13  f. 
Construct a second homotopy 13 f =is -f 
A
l 
	 (GuE)V1 n : Z Uep+qlr 
where It is the natural coaction, and so we have an induced map 
Xe :S
r 
f U Z U 	u, 
5r __•& 5p+l v s' v Sr 
Next we show that Xe 15 a homotopy equivalence and it is sufficient to show 
that the map of cofibres induced by fl, 0 ,, is a homotopy equivalence. 
(SP v5Qv  Sr)  ugP++'' 




Sr 	 5p+15q+l5r5P+Q+r 14 Sp+ZVSQ+lVSP+Q+r 
Now the homology of Cj is 
e if*=p+1=q+1 
7; 	if*=p+1$q+1 
H.jC1 )= 	7; 	if*=q+1$p+1 
7; 	if*=p+q+r 
0 	otherwise 
By choice of C on (SP vS) x I, (Oij ). is an isomorphism in dimensions p+l and 
q + 1, and the choice of fl makes ( an isomorphism in dimension p + q + r. 
Hence Xe  is a homotopy equivalence and we have a homotopy pushout. 
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We claim that under the map 
- 	'bi g , 
r:Cj 
f is w—coprincipal. Here i124  is the inclusion map. First we construct an inverse 
to Xn  on 5p+q+r Consider the map 
9+12+' 
9+12+'. g+q+r c–, Z U, 	: Sr u (Z U.  9+12+') us' 
and 
4) : S+_ 1 Lzs'uzus' 
Nowifj: S 1 vS 	vS'S c S'uZuS' then j•x0 = 4). Thus we obtain the 
secondary operation 
r = (5. E  9-l-12+r+). s 12' 	Sr U (Z U 9+d1) us' 
Claim Xn F = i: 5'"' -: 
5P+l V gc+l V S' V 5P+Q+' We have the 
commutative diagram 
5p+q+r 






(13 U (G U E) U t) . (5. E  9') = E  E * 
since (13 u(GuE)u13 )'j = is, vs v s— Thus Xo  4' 14 . Now to show that 
f is w—coprincipal we have q ' = q* i124'0i , f = 4), j  and so the first condition 
M. 
is verified. To verify the second condition we note that we may construct the fold 
map V: S' U (Z U 91') uS'S .. Sr, up to homotopy, by taking its restriction 
on gr  u Z U S' and extending over the p + q + r-cell using the null-homotopy 
A given above. We must show that V *. We have 
uA) . x' 124 #i,f = (V1sr u z u sr uA) -r 
= (Vjs, u z u s, U A). (j E  e' 5 ) 
= (1713 .EuA).. 1 	* 
by choice of E. Hence f is w-coprinciple. 
Next we show that f does not extend up to homotopy as a cofibration. 
Suppose in fact that f does extend, that is we have 
AL (SP  V Sq  V gr)  U gP+Q+r—1 L Sr 
which is a cofibration up to homotopy. Thus 1*: H''((S" v 59 v S r ) u 
~ HP+Q+l(A) is an isomorphism. Now let 9, e, e', P++r—1  e 
H* ((S P v gq  v Sr)  U. 8r_) be the obvious generators. Then since w is an 
iterated Whitehead product, the Massey product < 8, C, & > is non-zero, see 
[10, Lemma 71. However 1 < e",C,e >< i*eP,i*er,i*eQ > 
=< ?9,O,ie >= 0 since C E Imf = keri. This contradicts i being an 
isomorphism in dimension p + q + r - 1. 
This completes the counter-example. 
APPENDIX 
In this section we prove 
LEMMA 1.2.3. Let , tj, and ca be fibrations over X. Then the following 
diagram commutes up to homotopy 
T(eetj®w) 	) 
e,new I i Ae,,Al 
1 A 
TEAThATh 
Suppose p,q and r are the projection maps of 'i,E  and to respectively. Fol-
lowing through the defintion of the diagonal Ae,, i : T(E $ -+ Te A D7 we see 
it is given by 
A,q : X U C(Eij U W P ,, x I U EE) —4 Th A T 
where 
(x) = x Ax 
p(a) A(fLL2st) 0 < t 5 
A, q (((a,/3),$).Lt) = 
(a±(2t-1))A(/3±s) 
p(a)Ap(a) 05t5 
Ae n  (alt) = 
(aI(2t-1))Ap(a) 
p(fl)A($.L2t) 0<t5 
ACM (flit) = * 1 
(*) 
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where aE En, /3EEE, and s e[o,1]. (If xE X, xItE CX is the image of 
(X, t) e X x I under the identification map X x I -' CX.) 
Let cr2 be a 2—simplex. Let (Al, A2, A3 ) be the barycentric coordinates of a 2 . 
Thus each point of a 2 is uniquely specified by such a triple with each A4 > 0 and 
1\1 +A2 +A3 = 1. It was claimed in lemma 1.2.1. that ti®(E®w) = 
In fact each is homeomorphic to the fibration 	$ w whose total space is 
Wp,q,r X a2 
with the identifications 
,A 1 ,A2 
if 
either a) a = a',0=0 I , A 3  = 0,A 1 = A'1 , A2 - A2 
or b) Ai=0,A2A,A 	A' 3_ — 3 
or e) a=a',i='/,A2 0,A z =M,A 	" 3 - A3 
where a E Efl, 3 E E e and 'y E Lw. (This is just the homotopy pushout of the 
three projection maps W p , q ,,. -4 D7, Pie, Lii.) The projection map x: e C® 
w) -, X is given by x(a, /3, 'y, A 1 , A2 , A3 ) = p(a). Then x is compatible with the 
identifications and is seen to be a fibration. 
Now identifying ( ® ) ® w and v ® ( C (D w) with ,j ® C ® w gives meaning 
to the commutative diagram in Lemma 1.2.3.. Since x  is onto we may represent 
elements of *7 ® C®w) by tuples (a,fivy,A i ,A2,A3 ) t) for tE [0, 11, (t = 1 is 
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the base point of the cone). Then it  is a straightforward but tedious calculation 
to show that (A, 1  Al) 	and (1 A c,w) 	on (a,/3,i, A 1 , A2 , A3 ,t) 
are 
and 
p(a) A q(P)  A (-712A 3 t) 
p(a) A (1312(1 
A2 
)(2t - 1)) A (-y1A3) 
(al(4t —3)) A (/31(1 A2)) A (-Y-LA3) 
2 	4 
4_ - 
p(a) A q3) A (-y14A3 t) 
A3 
p(a) A (/31(4(1 - A 1 )t - 1)) A 
(al(2t - 1)) A q(fi) A ('712A3 ) 
(aI(2t - 1)) A (,6J-(2A,
A3
( 1 + 1)) A (11 
- 
	
0<2(1—A 1 )t< 	o<t< 
2 - 
<2(1—A 1 )t<1 o~ t< 
2 
0<1 — A1:!~ 	0<t< 
I<1—A 1 <l 	<t<1 
2 	- 	 2 
respectively. Replace A 1 by 1 - A 1 . Consider the sets 
A = {(w,t) e E(n e 	x 1  < 2A 1 t < ,O t < 
B = {(w,t) E E( ® eew) x I <2A 1 t < 1,0 t < 
C ={(w,t)E E(i,®e®w) x 1 1 0  5 A1  :5 	Ct 
D = {(w,t) E E( W E®w) x I < A 1 ~: 1, < t < 
E = {(W, t) E E(vj (D E$) x 110 A 	~ t 1} 
F = {(w,t) E E( ® (D) x 	A 1 :5 1, ~ t i}  
where w = (a,/3y,Ai ,A2 ,A3 ). Then since 
x I = A U B U C U D U E U F 
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parametrizes T( e eu') we may define a null homotopy (A n , (  A 1) A q 
(1 A 	&i,Eew by defining one on the subsets A,..., F and checking that it 
is well defined on the intersections and compatible with the identifications. For 
example, on A define a homotopy HA: A x I —* T( e e e u,) 
{ p(a) A q(p)A ('y±((2(1 — r) +4r)At) OCr < 
HA ((w,t),r) = 
'p(a)Aq(fi)A(± 4 Aat) 1 
then H4 maybeextendedovcrBbyHv: BxI—'T(vj®eew) 
p(a)Aq($)A(±((1—r)2A3t+r)) O<r< 
2 
Hfl ((w,t),r) = 
{ 
 
p(a) A (fi±r(4Ait — 1)) A (i')) 	2 Cr < 1 
It should be checked that HA and HE agree on A U B and that they are com- 
patible with the identifications. Continuing in this way by defining such 'linear' 
homotopies we obtain an extension over 	e e(Dw) and the lemma is proved. I 
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